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Image: Google Last week we asked you to tell us about camera apps - for iOS or Android, without which you can not live. Our Hive Five hunt was caused by my work on iOS and Android Lifehacker packages when I noticed that there are a ton of different third-party camera apps that you can grab for your device. I thought I found some
great ones, but I wanted to be sure that I didn't miss anything that a lot of people like to use. Here's the good news (for me): I didn't. Major app readers have offered all the great apps that we previously covered (or stressed) on Lifehacker.The bad news? Most people who responded to the Hive Five call to guns all had another app to
recommend. Although this proves my initial hypothesis that there are too many camera applications that doesn't help us narrow down to great. Without further ado, here are some of your favorites: FocosScreenshot: FocosFocos is one of the best camera apps you can download for your iPhone if you don't have a fancy new iPhone XS or
XS Max. While Focus has a ton of options with which you can play, its cool factor - if people even still use this phrase - is that you can edit the depth of the field of portrait photography after the fact. Better yet, you can do it for free. The app has premium features that you pay for ($11), but adjusting the blurring of the background of the
photos is not one of them. Lifehacker reader Mr. Damage writes: ... with dual-lens iPhones. Focos fulfilled the dream of Lytro Camera without the need for additional equipment. The new version allows you to add lights anywhere in the pseudo 3D editing area. Selectively add HDR, focus points, blur, bokeh, etc. Who needs a DSLR with
this app? and Lifehacker reader MeanKirby hits the nail on the head with its praise: Gives you a lot of control and many of the features that the new XS iPhones have. Allows you to adjust the depth of field/diaphragm, which often gives your photos a more professional look. HalideGraphic: HalideGood OL' Halide, one of our camera picks in
the Lifehacker Pack for iOS, is another great option if you're looking for more subtle control over a lot of your iPhone settings when shooting. The app is not free, but its $5 price is worth its incredible feature set. It has easy to control settings- you can adjust the exposure of your iPhone camera and focus by clicking your finger on the
screen, and a built-in histogram can show you if you're going to blow out any parts of your shot. Halide doesn't come with any editing features, but it's not exactly a dot application. This will help you make the best photos that you can edit in any app you want. As Lifehacker THagler reader: Khalid is simple with a minimalist design, but very
powerful. It offers full control and support to RAW shooting. Lifehacker reader Jason Luong is just as short in his praise but still loves App:For iPhone, Camera Moment app or Halide are both fantastic. They give you full camera control and can shoot raw. Everything else When another Lifehacker commenter mentioned a unique camera
app, which is surprising, but not surprising given the wide range of apps you can choose from on Android and iOS. They include, in particular, no order: Screenshot: Open Camera Open (Android)JoshTheBat: It's lightweight, but has many features such as manual control, blast mode, focus and exposure locking, mesh overlay, HDR
support, and more. It's also open source, free, and no ads. Google Camera NX (Android)James Doyle: For Android, and only for some phones. This is a strange choice because it is not available through the store, but through the XDA-developers forum post. But if you've ever been jealous of the features of the Pixel 2 camera, this app
gives you all these features: industry-leading HDR, Motion Photos, 120fps and 240fps slow-mo video, and portrait mode with a blurring background. The best thing to find is just Google Camera NX and model phone. Inevitably you'll find people on forums or Reddit sharing links to an INSTALLED APK or trying to figure out how to make it
work. Pocketbooth (iOS)Playjouer: This is a cool, cheap app that creates photo strips. Super easy to use. You set the camera, it flashes in front of each new photo, so you can adjust your pose and you're left with four funny exposures in the photo strip. Great for kids partying or goofing around with friends. Screenshot: VSCOVSCO (iOS
and Android)TheDrummer: It's straight ahead, has RAW options and gives me (imho) the best filters out there. Of course, it costs you an annual fee, but you can also use it for free if you're willing to go with a few (big) filters only. Check it out. Your photos will look very professional with it. The misconception that Apple products are
somehow safer is carried out from Macbooks to iPhones. Sometimes this may be a true statement, but it is usually due to external factors rather than actual security procedures or OS benefits. This has been established in the case of iOS versus Android, according to Marble Security Labs.Marble Security Labs talks to corporate users who
fall into a separate category when it comes to privacy. Corporate users are paying more attention to securing enterprise files and information, which requires a significant level of protection. We broke it in our labs against 14 leading attack vectors for mobile devices, and aside from their control of app distribution, iOS and Android are
equally at risk to mobile security threatscape Enterprise. -David Jevans, founder and CEO of Marble SecurityBoth iOS and Android devices are targeted by hackers and malicious software. Some may argue that control over the distribution of Apple's applications is superior to what may be Case. The Cupertino behemoth keeps a tight rope
on the Apple App Store, but that doesn't mean iPhones and iPads are out of the reach of hackers. Malware can be distributed via SMS, compromised hotspots and more. Not to mention, iPhones can be easily jailbroken and given access to non-official apps. This further increases your chances of compromising the contents of your
iPhone. It is important to keep in mind that no operating system is completely secure. Vulnerabilities will always be found as long as hackers search for them, and that's where the trick lies. iPhone and iPad are some of the most popular devices in the world. Just as popular is the Android OS, which is bound to grab some attention. The
moral of the story? Corporate users need to get rid of technical rumors and generalizations. IT managers can't just trust Apple or Android. There are many factors that make both platforms safe as well as vulnerable. Tagged: PhonesAndroid SecurityiOS Internet is filled with words about Android and iOS and why one is better than the
other. It makes for the pleasure of writing and reading because everyone likes to hear about why what they prefer is better than what they don't. but there are some important things each operating system does better than others. In an ideal world, Apple and Google will merge and the result (Gapple?) will make the software with the best
on both sides. Since this will never happen, let's look at five important things iOS does better than Android. First read this: Five important things Android does better than iOS Updates Like Android and iOS are updated are very different. Google uses Play Services to handle many parts of security compatibility and Android apps, and iOS
updates don't include all features for older models. But there is still no denying that updates are handled better on iOS than on Android. When Android is updated, only phones from Google that are currently supported can expect updates. These phones are a very small part of Android devices in the wild. It's hard for Google to get another
company to send an update because Google doesn't build Android: it only gives source code to other companies that build it themselves. Once the code is updated, Google can't do anything else. This does not change the fact that most Android phones use old software. It's the fault of companies making phones, but the blame will always
fall on Google. Unwanted apps If you buy an iPhone from Verizon you don't have to hide the navigator app. The same cannot be said of the Galaxy S8. The small pieces of the phone needed to work on Verizon are built into iOS just as they are built into Android. But the apps that you, don't want to use, don't. Google has nothing to do with
how Samsung builds software beyond the things needed to use Google Play. Play. means that Samsung and Verizon can do deals that leave you with garbage you don't want to use. It's easy to never use apps and ignore them in the app drawer, but has a look at the data they collect and send back to Verizon, which is now free to sell it to
anyone it likes. We opt for Verizon, but the same goes for every carrier and their junky apps. Google phones run on any medium and don't suffer from viruses, but that's because Google is building Android itself for Pixel. This is one of those things Google doesn't directly do, but it still gets blamed because it's responsible for Android. This
is part of the launch show this big, G. AppleCare support is legendary. If you have a problem with the iPhone you can just walk into the Apple store and it's taken care of (thus AppleCare). Because Android phones come from so many different companies, there is no equivalent on the Android side. Not that companies making phones don't
offer anything. They all have their own customer service department, and even Pixel has a way that allows you to talk to a real living person if you have a problem or need help. Samsung is expanding its retail presence in the west, but it's not even close to the AppleCare experience. One company is responsible for everything on the
iPhone and it offers better support, period. This becomes an important factor when you buy a phone that costs about $1,000. Apple's iMessage iMessage is both the best and the worst messaging app ever created. It's a seamless process out of the box that allows you to send texts or messages with rich content without installing anything.
But it only works on Apple devices. Google tried and failed to recreate this time after time. The biggest reason is that it wants a solution that works everywhere on everything, not just Android. The Hangouts app was able to do this, but the clumsy interface and the need to manually install it meant that most people using Android didn't hang
around and Google was pushing it away from the consumer side. Allo is a great experience between two Android phones, but does not include SMS, so you can only talk to people who use Allo. And both apps have been tough to sell to iPhone users because they have iMessage and it's already working. Google, please forget iOS this
time and just make a messaging app that works great on Android and Chrome OS. Toss's great Chrome extension for desktop users if you can and call it gold. Then force companies like Samsung to turn it on and put the icon on the home screen so people know it's there. Some things are worth fighting the EU over. You already have a
good start with Alo. Security Apple Privacy collects data from anyone who uses iOS and does a good job of keeping it anonymous and in-house. Google does the same, no matter what you might read from other places. But Android has some serious problems when it it security and privacy. Updates are part of the problem. Your Pixel is
probably protected from some random data theft use by the latest botnet pushes over the internet. Your BlackBerry does, too. But any other model - including those that sell tens of millions and drive Android on the market - can't. Google take care of your data it doesn't matter when hackers get your bank to log in because you've been
tricked into installing what old software allows. Which brings us to the second part: permission. Android does a good job of letting you decide what the app can and can't do, but it does a terrible job explaining what these permissions actually mean. When an app can create accounts on your phone or read your identity you really deserve
some explanation as to why and how. A good developer will tell you why and how on your Google Play store page. A good Google will force every developer to do the same, then check to make sure they are telling the truth. Sometimes being responsible for a thing means you have to have a steady hand. This is one of those times for
Google. Strict rules for developers to follow if they use a Google store can cause noise on the Stack Exchange, but it's best for users who don't know how these things work. Those users who should be targeted by security and privacy controls. There are many subjective reasons like one over the other when it comes to Android vs iOS.
But when it comes to basic services and how things are handled, there are some things Apple does better than Google. These are just five of them that we would like to see google address as they continue to develop Android. Better iOS means better Android as developers on both sides are forced to fight for our attention. Attention.
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